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Are Vail’s Trees Again in Danger?
March 28, 2022
In the mid-1990s, a small beetle, the size of a grain of rice, began a devasting march through Colorado’s forests
killing millions of lodgepole pines. Vail was not spared, as hundreds of thousands of lodgepole pines in Vail and
the surrounding wildland were destroyed. While that epidemic has now largely subsided and Vail’s store of trees
has been stabilized, a new proposal once again threatens to cause the destruction of thousands of Vail trees. But
this time it would not be caused by some insect but rather a TOV wildfire mitigation plan.
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Trees play a valuable role in regulating the environment. They absorb carbon and sulphur dioxide, ozone and
other harmful particulates while producing oxygen. Under a new one-size-fits-all proposed “Fire Free Five”
code, thousands of existing trees of all types in the town would be required to be cut down, and thousands more
would be required to be limbed up to 6’ in height. That is because the new proposed fire code, a copy of which
appears at the end of this Letter, would require each building owner to create a 5’ wide non-combustible zone
around all buildings in the TOV, including all residences. Within that zone there could be no trees or shrubs, and
trees outside the zone which overhang the zone would have to be limbed up to 6’. Much of this is valuable and
mature landscaping that often was required by the town to be put in as part of building requirements. Indeed, trees
are considered so valuable that at present a landowner needs a permit to remove them, even if dead or diseased.
Nevertheless, under the new proposal, not only would trees and shrubs have to be removed, but only hardscape
(patios, walkways, driveways etc.) and well irrigated lawns and flower beds would be allowed in the zone.
These would be mandatory requirements with the only exception being heritage trees in the village core (those
greater than 12” DBH and 40’ tall). Heritage trees outside the town core in the zone would not be spared and
would have to be cut down. Reportedly, 79% of all structures in the TOV would have to remove trees and other
landscaping, and, depending on the number of trees involved, the cost could run into thousands of dollars.
Needless to say, this will have significant financial implications for homeowners and will change the appearance
of the community. Town staff has recommended the adoption of the ordinance.
While the fire department has been publicly saying there would be a 3-year implementation period (until 2025),
the actual ordinance has no such grace period. According to its wording, it would go into effect immediately.
The fire department has also been saying it will work with property owners to implement the new code but that
would be in circumstances where the fire department would hold all the cards as the ordinance gives vast
enforcement powers to the department. There would be fines for violations, and the fire department could seek
an “abatement order” from the Town municipal court to enter onto a landowner’s property and cut down trees
and remove foliage, all at the landowner’s expense plus an additional 10% “administrative fee” which would be
in addition to all fines.
At the same time, this proposal would do nothing to reduce the amount of available wildfire fuels either in the
form of dead trees or wild grasslands. While existing codes require harden structures, even the most defensible
structures are at risk when wildfires get out of control. It is abundant fuel that allows that to happen.
It would seem that a proper wildfire mitigation plan for Vail would be more site specific, multi-faceted and
nuanced than a simple one-size-fits-all 5’ fire break around all structures. Vail’s ecosystem is different from those
involved in the recent Marshall Fire and the Camp Fire in Paradise, California, which have been pointed to as
reasons for this proposal. The Marshall Fire was fueled by grasslands, and the Camp Fire was in a drought
stricken forested locale. Both were driven by hurricane force winds. While the TOV is not immune to drought,
it is located within the highest rain and snowfall microclimate within the State. Its topographic and geographic
location shield it from extended wind conditions that occur in wildfire prone areas on the Colorado Front Range
and in California. And it consists of three different microclimate zones: the generally heavily wooded north
facing slopes, the more barren drier south facing slopes, and the valley floor with relatively fertile soil and
naturally available water. Within the TOV there is great variation in susceptibility to wildfires, ranging from the
urbanized village core and fully developed residential areas to the wildland-urban interface.
A one-size-fits-all approach also creates a false equivalency by treating all species of trees with the same level of
wildfire threat. Aspen trees are not known to be highly flammable. Aspens which abound throughout the Gore
Valley are noted for the ability to retain and process high volumes of water and oxygen. There are few, if any,
circumstances where aspens are the source of ignition or conveyors of wildfire. And even evergreens are less
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likely to contribute to a wildfire if they are maintained in healthy condition as is the case with many within the
TOV.
The “Fire Free Five” proposal was scheduled for presentation to the PEC, but, at the last moment, it was put on
hold. That was a welcome development because, while wildfire risk needs to be mitigated, questions abound
about this proposal. Among questions that should be addressed are whether there is scientific support for a 5’
zone in urban settings? Will a 5’ fire break make a difference in the wildland-urban interface? Will a 5’ fire
break make any difference in a wind driven fire? Should mitigation requirements be based on the degree of risk
in varying zones within the town, similar to zoning classifications for different types of buildings? Should all
trees be treated the same for fire risk purposes? Before embarking on mandatory irreversible changes, would it
not be wise to consult leading experts?
But now this proposal is being brought back, this time by the Town Council. The ordinance mysteriously
appeared on the recent Town Council agenda without any PEC review or recommendation. Apparently, the
normal PEC process has been jettisoned so the ordinance could be called up for enactment at any future Town
Council meeting. It, therefore, behooves all Vail residents to familiarize themselves with the provisions of this
new ordinance and make their views known to town officials.
.
*****
In Letters to Vail, VHA provides clear and concise discussions of matters affecting the Vail community in the
belief that an informed citizenry will be an engaged citizenry. We intend for these Letters to promote more
citizen involvement and community discussions of issues facing the Town. If these are issues that concern you,
please make your views known to town officials. Public discussion of current issues by concerned citizens creates
an environment to further our community initiatives. We heartily encourage your input in shaping the road ahead.
You are also welcome to join-in as a Paid-Subscriber or Member. Contact:
vailhomeownersassoc@gmail.com
Post Office Box 238 Vail, Colorado 81658
Telephone: (970) 331-2099 Email: vha@vail.net Website: www.vailhomeowners.com
Copyright: 2022
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